Host Tim says:
The entity known as Mytana remains hiding in the warp core, pouting.  From recent actions it is apparent she is listening to what the crew is saying.

Host Tim says:
The crew seems to be trying to return her without damage; is that even possible?

Host Tim says:
Does she really want to return home?  If so does she want to do it alone?

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; "Is the party over?>>>

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: sits at the helm trying to figure out why this Mytana has such a hold over some members of the crew ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::at the science station finishing the readings::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::at OPS daydreaming::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: on the bridge at the engineering console ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Runs another tactical scan.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::At her station the bridge.::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::is down in engineering at an auxiliary console, thinking of ways to disable Mytana, but would rather open up to her::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Mr. Kell, can you answer a question for me?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
:;accidentally hits the wrong button causing her console to beep loudly.  Jumps and turns it off hastily, blushing with embarrassment::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: I will do my best Commander.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: What is it about you that seems to have captured this entity's attention?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Glances at Mia.:: Mia: Everything ok?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::grins sheepishly and nods:: CTO: Yeah sorry...hit the wrong button.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: looks over at Mia and smiles :: OPS: We've all done that at one time or another Mia.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::blushes even more and nods::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::grins a little.:: Mia: S'ok we're all a little jumpy.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: I do not know commander, perhaps Mytana is intrigued with my appearance...I am the only Cardassian on the ship.  :: smiles smarmy smile ::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::leans heavily against the engineering console, peering across at the warp core:: Self: Hmm...what is it that makes an energy being like you tick? I wonder...

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
Self: Someone is really self confident.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: Sir, did you try to talk to her again? Is she apprehensive?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: No Ensign I have not, but I am sure it is only a matter of time.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MYTANA'S FACE FAINTLY APPEARS ON KELL'S CONSOLE, LURINGLY

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: grins :: CEO: I don't think that is it Mr. Kell. Could it be that you were the first person she saw or had any contact with?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "I just wish Kell could get his stalker off the ship."::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: I do not know, I was inside the warp core access after the time she said she came aboard.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: So she may have bonded with you in some form. That could be difficult to break.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: We have to talk to her again. I think she may be dying.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: looks down and sees Mytana's image ::CSO: The time has come.  :: motions towards his console ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: Let's try. ::looks at Mister Kell very intrigued::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Looks at CSO:: CSO: Dying?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: Yes, ma’am.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: still looking at the image :: FCO: I believe you my be right Commander.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::hears the conversation and tries to keep her muttering and thoughts to herself about energy beings that don't know their own place::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Do you have time to explain that to me? ::Not wanting to bother him if he's on a project.::

Host Mytana says:
::puckers and simulates giving Kell a kiss::


CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: It seems that she is losing power. Or her quantic phase. However, she is not able to communicate so freely with us.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
Computer: Can this ship produce a graviton force field capable of containing a being of quantum magnitude as the one currently inhabiting the ship?

Host Tim says:
<Computer>Quon: Working.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Motions for McCann to take her station and goes over to the CSO.:: CSO: So we need to get her back to her home turf or she dies that right?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: Haven't you noticed that she is no longer in a shape, always trying to call our attention through the consoles?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::hears the CSO and thinks that Mytana communicates just fine...too fine::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: If she is dying it has not affected her libido.  :: watches the image ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: I really think so. ::looking very worried at Juliet::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::begins to compare Mytana's recorded energy readings versus Planck's constant on quantum energy::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: turns to the CSO :: CSO: Can you determine how long she can remain outside the core before it begins to affect her?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Yes I'd rather thought she was ignoring us for all I know this was normal for her species. I mean how many of these have we dealt with?

Host Tim says:
<Computer>Quon: It is within the capabilities of this vessel.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Do you have any viable plans, I admit my science is little rusty do you need assistance?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: Commander I suggest we try purging the core into space through the deflector array.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
Computer: Can you calculate an estimate on how long such containment can be maintained?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: All assistance possible is very welcome.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: What will that do to Mytana, Kell?

Host Tim says:
<Computer>Quon: 12. 7 seconds.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: So what’s the plan? ::Looks at the science console.::


CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::sighs:: Self: Not long enough...

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: When the energy is purged it should draw her out with it, like water down a drain pipe.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::McCann will run tactical scans until end of game.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: So we just leave her out there to drift?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::thinks that is a very good idea::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
FCO: If we can open the rift in the same time we purge her from the ship, she can be sucked back to her home.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: Would you trade the lives of your crew and the safety of your ship to protect her.  Especially after attacking the operations officer.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Ok can we open this rift?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Trying to think logically and not just agree to dump the entity into space.::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::looks at science console:: Mytana: If you can hear me, please, try to understand that I am trying to save you. I think you will not be able to survive here. I am sorry.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
All: Please, we need to get this entity home as we agreed to do, but I don't want her harmed if possible.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
*CSO*: So'Quon to Wildstar. If you're looking for ways to...entrap our guest, the best I can determine is through a containment force field. But it will only last for approximately 12.7 seconds. I don't think there is any way to improve that amount of time by any conventional means.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MYTANA'S FACE GOES FROM A PLEASING "COME-HITHER" TO ONE OF SURPRIZE AND CONFUSION

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
All: The FCO is right. Let’s just help her get home. I know we're all a little frustrated.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: notices the change of the image :: FCO: We have a spectator listening to us Commander; might I suggest we all step away from our consoles before continuing this discussion.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
*CIV*: Well, that could be just long enough to put her close to the rift when it's opened.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::turns to CSO: :CSO: What’s the plan for opening the rift?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Good idea. Head for the ready room. I'm  sure the Captain won't mind.


OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
FCO: Let me see if I can contain our visitor by rerouting only the minimal amount of power to our consoles.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
*CSO*: I'm on my way to the bridge to assist. ::exits ME::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: stands and walks to the ready room as well. CSO: Care to join us?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: walks towards the ready room ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
FCO: Going.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: enters the room and waits for the others ::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
::enters with PADD in hand and takes a seat ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WITH MIA'S ACTIONS KELL'S CONSOLE RETURNS TO NORMAL

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
*OPS*: Mia, please have Ensign Rien cover the helm.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::rides the TL wishing Mytana could be reasoned with instead of ousted from the ship::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Shrugs and follows the CSO to the Ready Room.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::grins with satisfaction:: FCO: Aye ma'am....::does so and heads into the ready room::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: To open the rift, we have to give a large amount of energy in very small time.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::steps off the TL just in time to see the CSO and CTO walk inside the RR, then goes over to science II to take over for Wildstar::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Thanks for the brief version. Have you crunched the numbers on this?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: It will at the same time destabilize and collapse.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::McCann is on duty on the Tactical Station.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: So we send her out, open it, she goes through and it collapses that about right?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
All: Alright, we should be out of earshot for Mytana in here.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::suddenly feels very much alone and odd that most of the others are gone, then gazes at the chair next to the CO's seat::


CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CTO: Yeah, quite.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::enters the ready room:: FCO: Ma'am...before we talk just one thing. ::heads over and turns off the CO's console on his desk:: Can't be too sure. ::grins::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CIV: Welcome to the bridge all the senior officers are chatting. ::Points to RR.::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TEXT SHOWS UP ON THE SCIENCE II CONSOLE

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
OPS: Thanks Mia. Good thinking.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Please continue with your idea.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::nods to McCann, then glances suspiciously around the bridge, then gets up to go sit down on that chair, but hears the bleeps on his console and sees the text::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Sounds easy enough. ::Turns to FCO: With your permission I can lay the groundwork for this now, if warranted.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
FCO: I've also limited the consoles on the bridge to the bare minimum to operate.  That should keep her out.

Host Mytana says:
::Text on console:: You seem to want to help me.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CTO: Stand by on that until we have a definite plan.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: nods to Mia ::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::sits back down as if put in his place by a schoolteacher and types a reply:: Mytana: Yes, I want to help you. Even if that only entails talking with you.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
FCO: Yes Ma’am. ::Her urge to do something constructive, anything is becoming quite annoying.::

Host Mytana says:
::text to So'Quon:: I don't want to leave.  Most here could be my friends.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
FCO: With your permission then I will return to the bridge I believe I know enough of the basic idea to assist should there be a need.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::smiles:: Mytana: I do not want you to leave either, but your being here places us in a dire situation. Our lives at risk being in this part of space.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO/All: With OPS help I want to cut the power to the injectors in the warp core.  By discharging the core through the deflector array then Mytana will be pulled out with the flow.  We simply have to reactivate the injectors and cold start the warp engines.  If all goes well we should be warp capable within an hour.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CTO: Permission granted, but continue to monitor things.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
FCO: Yes Ma’am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Turns and nods to the others and leaves reentering the bridge.::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: But we still have to open the rift, so she can be back home.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Have we cold started the engines before? I don't recall that ever happening.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Sees Quon reading something intently at the science station.:: CIV: Everything alright?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::nods:: FCO/CEO: I can easily reroute the circuits at the last minute so that she can't escape into the systems.  It means that everything will be on limited power until the warp core is brought back on line but that would be enough

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::As she notes she is senior on the bridge, sighs and stands near the command chair.::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::eagerly motions for Harker to come see:: CTO: She is talking to me.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: Ensign you are missing a key point.  This entity only has to change her polarity and the ship will cease to be.  We have seen that when she does not get her way she is willing to attack.  I am trying to save our crew and ship.  1 alien is an acceptable loss against our entire crew.

Host Mytana says:
::text to So'Quon:: I see. I don't want to harm anyone. If I must leave I'd want Pirak to go with me.  This is hard with the power reductions for these consoles.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Looks interested.:: CIV: Really ?::Walks over and leans to see.::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: I disagree with you, sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CSO: Is there any other way to prevent Mytana from interacting with the ship's systems?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: She'll die if she stays though right?

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
Mytana: I see. Pirak means something to you. How long have you known him if you don't mind my asking?

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
CTO: I suspect she is growing weaker based on my calculations down in engineering. As you can see, Mr. Kell means the world to our guest. But how can flesh live comfortably with pure energy?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: How long do you need to accomplish your plan?

Host Mytana says:
::text to So'Quon:: Since this vessel returned to this space.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Not so good the only instance close I can remember was the V'ger incident.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
FCO: Well, Ma’am, Mister Quon already found out that a containment field is possible, but only for 12 seconds.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CSO: That's not going to be good enough. How long to open the rift?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
FCO: 45 minutes.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: She has to understand it’s not possible.

Host Mytana says:
::text to So'Quon:: I can't keep.... ::text fades as the restrictions stop the comm::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
CTO: V'ger....I read something about that. Admiral Kirk had reported a unique bonding of one of his officers with an ancient machine. I can't see how living flesh can be made living energy logically. 'Tis so strange...

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Tell me about...She's gone...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
FCO/CSO: If I limit the power to the circuits she won't be able to escape from the warp core.  Especially if I reroute as many circuits as I can to loop back into the core.  That should keep her contained for as long as we need....or close to it.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Power restrictions must of gotten too much.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: With Ensigns Clooney and LaBoy assisting me no longer than 45 minutes.  I plan to work fast to keep Mytana from anticipating our plan.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::running calculations on how much energy is needed to open the rift just big enough and time enough for one person::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
Mytana: Are you there? Please speak to me. Are you well?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Raise the energy level limit a little...::She suggests.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Rests one hand on a nearby console.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO/OPS: Can we transfer the entity into a shuttle's core?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
OPS: That is very good to know.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: A direct transfer.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::gets up and goes over to OPS:: CTO: I'm diverting partial power from the core. I hope this helps her.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Ops put the consoles on bare minimum power.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::listen to FCO idea::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: It could be done theoretically but her chance of escape would greatly increase.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Alright, let's go with your plan, but we'll keep the shuttle as a backup.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::nods and does as Harker says while he slowly drops bits of secondary power into the primary systems, not sure how Mytana will use it::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::comparing if the core of shuttle has energy enough to have Mytana there::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::She tries to tell him as he walks over to the ops station.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO/CSO: Gentlemen, good luck.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
FCO: Understood.  Once the preparations are made I will need the CSO to help with the transfer...timing will be critical

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Just leak a little more to your console so she can talk to us, That’s all.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: Timing is my middle name.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CEO: Use whatever personnel you need. Including operations.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Wait one.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: Not according to your personnel records.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: We've got to allow a little more juice to the science console the entity is trying to communicate, its possible we are getting through.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: Just FYI. Harker out.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: stands by the door :: All : Dismissed.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
CTO: Yes, ma'am. My access is limited on this console however. I think Ensign Clooney already lowered the settings for me. ::goes back to science II::


CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: stands and walks out of the ready room ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SO'QUON'S CONSOLE GLOWS A LIGHT BRIGHT BLUE.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::ignoring last mister Kell comments:: CEO: Can we still open the rift to return her safe back home, sir? ::looking with no expression::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Too much power I think....

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::backs away from his console a few paces::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: walks back to the bridge and stands for a moment ::

Host Mytana says:
SO'Quon: That is so much better. ::appears in front of the console shimmering::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::walks out the door as she hears the CTO:: CTO: Understood, Lt.  But let me make sure she can't go anywhere else. ::checks the power route::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: I said a little power....

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: Perhaps.  But the entity wants me to accompany her.  Sorry ensign but I have my own wedding to go to, I do not intend to spend my existence with Mytana.

Host Mytana says:
::Stretches and wiggles::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
CTO: Just a trickle, ma'am. I promise that's all it was. ::gazes at Mytana's shifting form::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CIV: Looks like Niagara Falls...

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: So what is the plan? We send her to shuttle and then?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: sees Mytana and walks over to the console :: Mytana: Hello. I don't believe we've met. I'm Cassie.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::sees Mytana and has her hand ready to drop the power completely from the science console if she tries anything::

Host Mytana says:
::stares at So"Quon then shifts image to appear as a young and pretty Kressari female::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Nods at Mia approvingly.::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: Perhaps we should discuss it after we get her back in the console. :: points to Mytana ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Does not roll eyes though really wishes too.::


CTO_Lt_Harker says:
Mytana: We believe we have a plan to return you home.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: Alright.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::blinks, awed by the form Mytana has taken, never having seen a Kressari female before:: Mytana: Hello...to you.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "I wonder if we should tell her the plan."::

Host Mytana says:
CTO: I see. ::gives Harker a quick look then stares into So'Quon's eyes::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::sees Mytana giving the CIV the googly eyes and hopes that she has forgotten about Kell::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
Mytana: Hello my dear I see you have come to visit again

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::feels an instinctive, primal attraction to the creature, but shakes it out of his thoughts::

Host Mytana says:
::Spins around at Kell's voice and changes back to the Cardassian girl::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CIV: Mister Quon, close your eyes before it's too late.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
Mytana: But I really can't be sure there's been so much information floating around this past day.

Host Mytana says:
ALL: I'm so glad to meet you all. ::nods to the FCO::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::sees Mytana change back to a Cardassian and mutters to herself:: Self: Darn it...

Host Mytana says:
::quickly moves toward Kell::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
Mytana: Nice to see you again as well.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Glances at Mia making sure the Ops chief still has her hand on the button.::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::steps in between Mytana and Kell::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: moves a bit closer  but let's Kell take the lead ::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::her hand lowers to the power button:: Mytana: Don't get any closer to him.  Remember what happened last time.  You don't want to hurt him do you?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "I need to get some sleep." not having gotten much.::


Host Mytana says:
::stops short of contacting Wildstar:: CSO: You don't want to do that my dear.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
Mytana: Please understand. We don't hate you, but we do want to help you return home somehow. However, living flesh simply isn't the same as living energy. Matter is limited in comparison.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
Mytana: I am sorry my good friend, but if get to close to him, you will harm him.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
CSO: Careful this stunning woman’s touch is an acquired pleasure...not for everyone

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: steps up to Kell :: CEO: Perhaps your friend would like me to take her on a short tour of the ship, say for about 45 minutes or so?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
Mytana: And that, as science man, I can not allow it.

Host Mytana says:
::looks between Kell and the FCO, curious::  FCO: I've seen your vessel.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
Mytana: Just as I am doing everything I can to return you safe back home.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
Mytana: Yes but the commander is offering to go with you and let you meet the crew.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::stares at the FCO, wondering if she has a plan ready to go::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
Mytana: I know that you may have scanned some of the ship, but not all of it I'm sure.

Host Mytana says:
CEO: You approve of this?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
Mytana: There are many members of the crew that would like to meet you.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
Mytana: That’s what we want to see you safely home. ::Backing up the CIV.::

Host Mytana says:
::stands ignoring all waiting for Kell to reply::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "I hope the FCO knows what she is doing.::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
Mytana: Of course, the commander is a friend of mine, Cassie would be happy to do it

Host Mytana says:
Kell: I see.  ::turns to FCO:: FCO: Very well, I will go with you.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: smiles :: Mytana: Of course I would love to do it.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
Mytana: Wonderful, shall we? :: motions to the turbolift ::


Host Mytana says:
::Glides along accompanying the FCO::

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::feels trepidation, but takes a deep breath and tries to find some calm, hoping whatever is going to happen, it works out for the best::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: winks to Kell as the doors close ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
::looking at Kell with question mark face:: CEO: What now, sir? ::talking very low::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
:: as the turbolift doors close, motions for OPS to join him:: CSO: We begin ensign...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
Mytana: So where would you like to begin?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: Ok, let's get this thing off.

Host Mytana says:
FCO: You're the guide.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Stands near Civ.:: CIV: I hope this works out well, this can still go horribly wrong. ::She says worried.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
::lets her hand rest with a sigh of relief and goes over towards Kell, looks over her shoulder at Moondoggie:: Moondoggie: Make sure that the FCO is kept safe...keep her on transporter lock and sensor all the time.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
CEO: If she doesn't understand in good away, the bad way will show her what we meant.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> ::takes over OPS and nods:: OPS: You got it, Ma'am.

CIV_LtJG_So`Quon says:
::goes over to science I:: CTO: All we can do is watch and wait, for now... ::gazes at the internal sensor readings::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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